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ABSTRACT
We construct the Bousfield-Kan completion with respect to a triple, for a model
category. In the pointed case, we construct a Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence that
computes the relative homotopy groups of the completion of an object.
These constructions are based on the existence of a diagonal for the cofibrant-
replacement functor constructed using the small object argument.
A central result that we use, due to Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn, is that in a
model category homotopy limits commute with the function complex.
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Introduction
The Bousfield-Kan Z/p completion of simplicial sets is a very useful tool in Homo-
topy Theory. Naturally enough, it is important to be able to mimick its construc-
tion in other contexts, for example for simplicial commutative algebras, simplicial
groups, etc.
In these notes we generalize Bousfield and Kan's approach and construct, with
respect to a triple, a completion functor in a model category. In the case the
model category is pointed, we also describe a Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence that
computes the relative homotopy groups for the completion.
An important technical point in the constructions we perform is the existence of
a diagonal for the cofibrant-replacement functor constructed using the small object
argument. In fact, we also show that if all acyclic fibrations are monomorphic then
the small object argument can be changed (made "less redundant") so that the
fibrant-replacement functor it constructs carries a codiagonal (i.e. a multiplication).
As for the general model category theory needed to understand these notes,
we sytematically use that homotopy limits commute with the function complex
(see Chap. 2, Sec. 1.3). This result, due to Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn, allows
us to prove general statements about model categories by just reducing them to
statements about simplicial sets.
The classical approach to completion due to Bousfield and Kan will not immedi-
ately work for the case a model category. To explain, let us recall the Bousfield-Kan
completion of simplicial sets, and then, as an example, let us see what changes need
to be made to perform the same construction for simplicial commutative algebras.
Fix some notations: sSets denotes the category of simplicial sets, and sSets.
the category of pointed simplicial sets. Both of sSets, sSets, are model categories,
in a standard way. Also, let R be a commutative ring, for example Z/p or Z.
If X. E Ob(sSets.) is a pointed simplicial set, denote by RX. the free simplicial
R-module on X. , modulo the simplicial submodule generated by the basepoint.
The functor R : sSets. -+ sR-mod is part of a triple (R, v, M)
X. u> fRX. 4 - R2 X.
where v is given by the unit of R, and M by multiplication in R.
One forms the standard cosimplicial pointed space associated to the triple
(R, v, M)
(1) RX. t R2X. R 3X....
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The completion XA of X. is defined as tot of the standard cosimplicial pointed
space (1).
Two things make this construction behave well from a homotopy theoretic
point of view. First, RX. (and R"X.) depend only on the pointed homotopy type
of X. Second, the standard cosimplicial pointed space (1) is Reedy fibrant, so tot
computes the homotopy limit of the cosimplicial pointed space, seen as a diagram
of pointed spaces over the category A.
Let us see what happens when we perform a similar construction for simplicial
commutative algebras. Details and a more general treatment of this example can
be found in Chap. 1, Sec. 6.
We fix a field k and denote by Ak the category of simplicial augmented k-
algebras - Ak is a pointed model category, in a standard way.
Consider the adjoint pair (Ab, i) given by the pair abelianization in the category
Ak, embedding of the category AbAk of abelian objects of Ak into Ak
Ab:Ak ) AbAk:zi
Denote R = i o Ab : Ak --- Ak . R can be thought of as the abelianization
functor, seen as a functor from the category Ak to itself.
R is part of a triple (R, v, M), and for a simplicial algebra X. E ObAk one
forms as before the cosimplicial object (1) (this time, it is a cosimplicial object in
the category Ak).
The crucial problem is, if X. -* Y. is a weak equivalence, then RX. -* RY. is
not necessarily a weak equivalence as well. Thus, the cosimplicial object (1) does
not have the right homotopy theoretic meaning anymore. If X., Y. are cofibrant
and X. -+ Y. is a weak equivalence, then RX. -+ RY. is an equivalence.
We resolve this problem in the following way.
We take the cofibrant replacement functor (S, c) constructed by the small object
argument in Ak
SX X x
and give it a codiagonal, turning it into a cotriple (S, c, A) (see Chap. 1, Sec. 1).
Then we mix this cotriple with the triple (R, v, M) to form the "correct" cosim-
plicial object
SRSX SRSRSX SRSRSRSX ...
(see Chap. 1, Sec. 4 for details on this construction). We denote this cosimplicial
object by 'RZ(X).
We define the Bousfield-Kan completion of the algebra X. just as an object in
the homotopy category hoAk, as the homotopy limit of the diagram 'R(X.)
XA~ = R limA 'z,(X.)
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We have seen that the classical approach to construct the Bousfield-Kan com-
pletion needs to be adjusted for the case of a triple in a model category. The same
is true for the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence.
In the case of completion of simplicial sets, the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence
is obtained as the "classical" homotopy spectral sequence of the cosimplicial pointed
space given by (1), and it computes the homotopy groups of the completion 7r. (X").
For the example of simplicial algebras, we can construct a spectral sequence
from scratch. In the cosimplicial object 'Ri(X.), forget the algebra structure to
obtain a cosimplicial pointed space, and take the homotopy spectral sequence of
that cosimplicial space. This spectral sequence will compute the homotopy groups
of the completion 7r,(X"b).
Let us outline the construction of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence for the
case of a triple in a pointed model category.
Let M be a pointed model category and X* a cosimplicial object in M. We
define the homotopy spectral sequence of X' (see Chapter 2) as the "classical"
homotopy spectral sequence of the cosimplicial pointed space Hom,(W, X'), where
W E ObM is fixed. Hom,(-,-) denotes the pointed function complex (see Chap. 2,
Sec. 1.4). The homotopy spectral sequence computes the relative homotopy groups
with coefficients in W of the homotopy limit R limA X., that is,
7r, (Hom*(W, R limA X'))
The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence is defined as the homotopy spectral se-
quence of the cosimplicial object 'ZR(X). Observe that the Bousfield-Kan spectral
sequence computes the relative homotopy groups of the completion X^.
Organization of the paper. Chapter 1 describes, for a triple in model cate-
gory, the construction of the Bousfield-Kan completion, and, in the case the model
category is pointed, the construction of the associated Bousfield-Kan spectral se-
quence.
Chapter 2 should be considered as a reference for general model category theo-
retic results needed throughout these notes, and it contains the construction of the
homotopy spectral sequence of a cosimplicial object in a pointed model category.
Appendices A, B and C contain results needed in order to prove that the
Bousfiel-Kan completion is independent of the choice of the cofibrant-replacement
cotriple (as defined in Chap. 1, Sec. 3) used in its construction.
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CHAPTER 1
The Bousfield-Kan Completion
In this chapter we investigate the Bousfield-Kan completion with respect to a triple
in a model category. In the particular case when the model category is pointed we
describe an associated Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence.
To be able to perform the Bousfield-Kan completion, the model category needs
to have a cofibrant-replacement functor carrying a diagonal. Sections 1 - 3 in-
vestigate the existence of a diagonal for a cofibrant-replacement functor (and the
existence of a codiagonal for a fibrant-replacement functor).
In detail, here is what Chapter 1 contains:
In Section 1, we construct a diagonal for the cofibrant replacement functor
(S, C)
S X X
constructed with the small object argument in a cofibrantly generated model cate-
gory. This diagonal turns (S, E) into a cotriple (S, E, A).
In Section 2, we deal with the fibrant replacement functor. For a cofibrantly
generated model category with the property that all acyclic cofibrations are mono-
morphisms, we modify the small object argument to construct a fibrant replacement
functor (T, v)
X) i TX
that admits a codiagonal (or multiplication), effectively turning (T, v) into a triple
(T, v, M). The proofs are not dual to those of Sec. 1, but the end result mirrors
the one of Sec. 1.
In Section 3, we abstract the constructions in the previous two sections, and
define cofibrant-replacement cotriples.
Bousfield-Kan completion can be constructed for model categories that have
at least one cofibrant-replacement cotriple. Cofibrantly generated model categories
have cofibrant-replacement cotriples (by Sec. 1), and if all their acyclic cofibrations
are monomorphic they also have fibrant-replacement triples (by Sec. 2).
Section 4 describes a category theoretic construction, needed later for the con-
struction of the Bousfield-Kan completion. For a category C, given a cotriple
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(S, c, A) and a triple (R, v, M), we construct an augmented cosimplicial object
in C, by mixing the structure maps of our cotriple and triple
Z s(X ) : SX - SRSX & SRSRSX SRSRSRSX ...
We denote 'R (X) the cosimplicial part of Rs(X), obtained by dropping the aug-
mentation SX.
In Section 5, we define the Bousfield-Kan completion with respect to a triple
(R, v, M) in a model category M. For that, we assume that M has at least one
cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, c, A), and we assume that R takes weak equiva-
lences between cofibrant objects in M to weak equivalences.
The Bousfield-Kan completion X" of an object X is defined as the homotopy
limit of the cosimplicial diagram 'RZ(X)
X' = R limA 'R(X)
We prove that the completion does not depend on the choice of the cofibrant-
replacement cotriple (S, E, A).
In Section 5.2, in the particular case when the model category is pointed, we
construct the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence, that computes the relative homo-
topy groups of the completion of an object. The Bousfiled-Kan spectral sequence
is obtained by just taking the homotopy spectral sequence (developed in Chapter
2) of the cosimplicial object 'RS(X), and ultimately turns out to be from E 2 on
independent on the choice of the cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, c, A).
In Section 6, as an example, we describe the completion of simplicial commuta-
tive algebras with respect to certain triples that arise form adjoint pairs of functors
between simplicial algebras and simplicial modules. This example will include the
completion with respect to the abelianization of simplicial commutative algebras.
If k is a field, we conjecture that connected simplicial augmented k-algebras are
complete with respect to abelianization, and the associated absolute Bousfield-Kan
spectral sequence is convergent.
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1. A Diagonal for the Cofibrant-Replacement Functor
In this Section, for the fibrant-replacement functor (S, c) constucted via the
small object argument in a cofibrantly generated model category
SX - +) X
we will construct a diagonal A, which will turn the fibrant-replacement functor
(S, E) into a cotriple (S, E, A)
S2X ( SX >X
To construct A, we need to understand the details of the small object argument.
Assume that NC is a cofibrantly generated model category, and fix a generating set
of cofibrations
{Ai) >Bi Jiei
Relative I-cell complexes are defined (Hirschhorn, [9]) as transfinite composi-
tions of pushouts of elements in
{ Ai-> Bi } 1
(Hovey, [10] calls relative I-cell complexes "regular I-cofibrations")
Our assumptions about { Ai> O- > Bi }Ji are that:
- The class of retracts of relative I-cell complexes coincides with the class of
cofibrations of M.
- There exists a regular ordinal A such that each Ai is A-small relative to the
subcategory of cofibrations of M.
1.1. The Small Object Argument. Let us start by recalling the small ob-
ject argument. Denote 0 the initial object in M.
The cofibrant replacement functor (S, r)
SX X x
is constructed as
0 = sox S1X >SX 
- SX colim sox
where:
- colim are indexed by ordinals 0, with # < A
- If 3 < A is a limit ordinal, SOX - colim03 <0S0'X and co = colimo l'ofo
- If 3 + 1 < A ,then SOX)> S0+1X is a pushout of a sum of copies of
the generating cofibrations
13
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Li Ai >SOX
LI Ais
HI Bi EO
D o (X)
e3 1
X
In the diagram above, D3(X) is the set of all commutative diagrams of the
form
A, > SOX
with iEI. We denote T0,0, : SOX -+ SOlX and To : SOX -+ SX the natural
maps.
(S, E) is indeed a cofibrant-replacement functor. The object SX is cofibrant,
as a transfinite composition of cofibrations starting from the initial object. The
natural map E is an acyclic fibration, because it has the right lifting property with
respect to the generating cofibrations
{ Ai) Oi* > Bi }<ii
1.2. Constructions needed for the diagonal. Having constructed the cofi-
brant replacement functor (S, c), we want to construct on top of (S, c) a cotriple
(S, E, A). In order to construct the diagonal A, we have to go through a series of
three intermediary constructions.
CONSTRUCTION 1.1. For any maps a, b that make commutative the diagram
with full arrows
Ai a Sa
L +'(ab) '
B - - -- 4 S+1Y
E)+1
b
y
construct the map L0+1 (a, b) as the composite
nCBb HI31
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where inca,b is the inclusion into the a, b-th factor.
The map L0+1 (a, b) makes the extended diagram commutative, and it is natural
in Y.
CONSTRUCTION 1.2. For any maps a, b making commutative the diagram with
full arrows
SX a
Su3+1 X -*S+, i
b0+1
y
construct the map L,+1(a, b) as follows. S,+1X is a pushout of SflX, and many
copies of Bi, i E I. Define L3+1 (a, b) on SflX as ro,+1 a, and define it on the copies
of Bi using Construction 1.1.
L0+1 (a, b) makes the extended diagram commutative, and it is natural in X
and Y.
Given any map f : X -- + Y, note that in the diagram
SflX S f
tg, S#,f+t
S/3 ±lX 4 S 1Y
y
the following relation holds: L,3+1 (Sof, f E0+1) = S3+lf-
Also, observe that in the diagram
Sflx a SOZ
''+J L0+1(a,b) Lo+1(a',b')Sf+1X--- Sf0Y---4S 3  1
b { I +i tE3+
Y z
we have the "associativity" relation
L0+1 (a'a, b'Lo+l (a, b)) = L+1 (a', b')Lo+l (a, b)
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CONSTRUCTION 1.3. For any map b : SX -+ Y, construct a lift L(b)
SX - L(b) SY
Y
as follows. By transfinite induction on 0 < A, for any map bo in the diagram
Sp -- - -+SOY
Y
construct a map L (bo), by taking L8(bo) to be the identity map of the initial object,
and using Construction 1.2 at the succesive ordinal inductive step to construct
L3+1(bo+1 ) = L0+1( L'(b0+1-0,0+1 ), b+1 )
Define L(b) as L (b), as a particular case of Lo for # A.
The map L(b) is natural in X and Y, and satisfies
(2) cL(b) = b
Given any map f : X -- Y, observe that in the diagram
f
SX -f - SY
Y
the following relation holds:
(3)
Also, in the diagram
L(fE) = Sf
L(b) SY L(b')
SX -SY--SZ
b b
Y z
the associativity relation holds:
(4) L(b'L(b)) = L(b')L(b)
16
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1.3. The cotriple (S, e, A). We construct the diagonal A as A = L(ids),
using Construction 1.3 in the diagram
SX 
-
-S 2X
ids {Es
Sx
The cotriple axioms eS o A = ids, Se o A = ids and SA o A = AS o A are
satisfied because of the two "unital relations" (2), (3) and the associativity relation
(4).
It is worth to observe that giving (S, e) a cotriple structure (S, e, A) is in fact
equivalent to constructing L(-) satisfying the unital eL(b) = b, L(fe) = Sf and
associative L(b'L(b)) = L(b')L(b) relations. This is because given the cotriple
(S, e, A) we reconstruct L(-) by L(b) = Sb o A, for b : SX --+ Y.
The equivalence between cotriple structures on (S, e) and unital and associative
L(-) is related to the Kleisli category associated to a cotriple, cf. Mac Lane [11],
VI.5 Thm. 1.
2. A Codiagonal for the Fibrant-Replacement Functor
In the previous Section we showed that in a cofibrantly generated model cate-
gory, the cofibrant-replacement functor constructed using the small object argument
carries a cotriple structure. It is natural to ask if the dual is true for the fibrant-
replacement functor: does the fibrant-replacement functor constructed using the
small object argument carry a triple structure?
The answer is no, but interestingly enough, if the model category is cofibrantly
generated and if all acyclic cofibrations are monomorphisms then there is a vari-
ation ("less redundant") of the small object argument that constructs a fibrant
replacement functor that carries the structure of a triple.
Throughout this Section, M is a cofibrantly generated model category for which
all acyclic cofibrations are monomorphisms. We will start this Section with the
description of the less redundant version of the small object argument, constructing
a fibrant-replacement functor (T, v)
X) v, ) T X
This construction is based on our extra hypothesis that all acyclic cofibrations are
monomorphic. In the second half of this Section we will construct on top of (T, v)
a triple (T, v, M)
X " TX (M 72X
Fix a generating set of acyclic cofibrations
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A) Bi }i
(all are monomorphisms).
Our assumptions about { Ai Bi }iEi are now that:
- The class of retracts of relative I-cell complexes coincides with the class of
acyclic cofibrations of M.
- There exists a regular ordinal A such that each Ai is A-small relative to the
subcategory of acyclic cofibrations of M.
2.1. Small Object Argument, with less redundancy. We construct (T, v)
as the transfinite composition
V: X = ToX T1X .. >TOX )-- )T X = colim O<A ToX
where:
- If / < A is a limit ordinal, TOX colim )'<OTo,X
- If 3 + 1 < A , then TeX)> T+ 1X is a pushout of a sum of copies of
the generating cofibrations
HJ Ai >ToX
D, (X)
H1 BT
T, (X)T,+X
The difference between our approach and the usual small object argument
lies in what 'D'(X) is. In our case 'D'(X) is the set of all maps Ai -- + TOX
(icI) that do not admit a lift
To,~ X
7/ I 
I-
Ai > TeX
for some /' < /.
Denote vfl the maps vfl : X)> ToX ; we have v - colim 0<A v,3 .
Denote -Tf,f the maps Tfl, : TflX -* TpX , and -Tf the maps Tr : TlX -*
TX.
To prove that (T, v) is a fibrant replacement functor, we first perform the
following construction:
CONSTRUCTION 2.1. For any map a in the diagram
18
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Ai a >TOX
B - -1-)4 T0+1X
L0±l(a)
we will construct a map L+1 (a), so that the diagram is commutative.
If a is in 'D'(X), define L3+1 (a) as the composite
nc. HJ B3Bi ini > T0+1X
where inca is the inclusion into the a-th factor.
If a is not in D' (X), it factors as
a >
Ai - aTlX
for a minimal ordinal 0', 0' < /. Note that the map a' is unique,
assumption that all acyclic cofibrations are monomorphic (so rQ,,0
phism).
We have that a' c D,(X). Define L3+1(a) as the composite
because of our
is a monomor-
inc,, JH B, T0,3+ 0+1
B, > ,~, > T(,1 X)T+
where inCa, is the inclusion into the a'-th factor.
We will give next a functor structure to T3 (see Section 2.2). Based on the
functor structure of To, we will notice that the map L0+1 (a) of Construction 2.1
is natural in X (see Lemma 2.3). Finally, we will show that (T, v) is a fibrant-
replacement functor.
2.2. Functoriality. Suppose we have a map X - )f Y. For /3 < A we
construct maps TflX f TpY by transfinite induction on 3.
If / is a limit ordinal, define T3f = colim <'<OTO, f.
If Tpf was defined, we construct T+1f as follows:
For any map A, " TQX in 'D'(X), Construction 2.1 in the diagram
A a > TOX Thf Toy
Bi - - -- - - -- T+1YB--Lo(Tofoa)
19
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yields a map L0+1 (To f o a). Recall that T3+1X is defined as the pushout
Li Ai >To XD, (X)
LI Bi
B >X) T0+1X
We define the map T0+1f : T0+1X -+ T3+1Y by glueing the two maps
70,3+1 0 T3f: TOX -+ T0+1Y
H L3+1(Tof o a): Bi -+ To+IY
D[(X) V (X)
along H Ai. Observe that T0+1f makes the diagram below commutative
'(X)
TeX >TflY
T/f+1X Tf+1 i
This constructs Tf3 on objects and on maps, for any ordinal /, 0 < A. Not
surprisingly, To is a functor, as proved in the next Lemma:
LEMMA 2.2. In the construction above, T3 : M -+ M is a functor, and the
maps v03 , v, , 1/, and Tr( are natural, for any 3' < / < A.
PROOF. The essential step is to prove that To+, is a functor when we know
that To, are functors and that r3,,3 are natural maps, for all 0' < /3.
Given two maps X f Y - Z one has to show that T0+1(gf) = T0+1go
Tf+1f. This follows from how To,, ' 0 /+ 1, are defined on maps. We omit the
details. F
The problem with the Construction 2.1 was that, at the time we defined the
construction, we did not know that To was a functor - because we used Construction
2.1 to constuct TO as a functor. Since we now know the functor structure of To, we
are ready to prove naturality for the Construction 2.1:
LEMMA 2.3. The map LO+'(a) of Construction 2.1 is natural in X.
PROOF. Consequence of how the functor To is defined on maps, and of the fact
that all acyclic cofibrations are monomorphic. E
At this stage, it is easy to show that the functor T we constructed and the
natural map v form a fibrant replacement functor (T, v):
20
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THEOREM 2.4. The natural map X) v ) TX is a trivial cofibration, and TX
is fibrant for any X.
PROOF. The map v is an acyclic cofibration, as a transfinite composition of
acyclic cofibrations. TX is fibrant for any X, because by Construction 2.5 below it
has the right lifting property with respect to all the generating acyclic cofibrations
{Ai) :Bi Jiei
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.4 we perform
CONSTRUCTION 2.5. For any map a in the diagram
Ai
Li(a)
construct the map Li(a) as follows.
Since Ai is A-small relative to the subcategory of
map a factors as
acyclic cofibrations of M, the
ai TX
TX
for a minimal ordinal 3, 03
monomorphic.
Using Construction 2.5,
Li(a) as T+1Lo+1(ao) : Bi
< A. Observe that the map ao is unique, since r, is
we get a map L+ 1 (ao) : B - T13+1X. We just define
-4 T X:
Ai - * > T (X)
$i ~'+ ~X4,+
' L0+1
Li(a )
TX
The map Li(a) just constructed is easily seen to be natural in X.
21
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2.3. Constructions needed for the codiagonal. We build our way up to
the construction of the triple (T, v, M), by doing two more constructions.
CONSTRUCTION 2.6. For any map a in the diagram
ToX
7T103+1{ 
a
T+1X - - - 4TYL0+1(a)
we will construct a map L0+1 (a) that makes the diagram commutative.
T0+1X is a pushout of TOX and of many copies of Bi, i E I. Define L0+1 (a)
as a on TOX, and via Construction 2.5 for each copy of Bi in the pushout.
The map Lf+1(a) is natural in X, Y. Given any map f X -- Y, in the
diagram
Tf X + Toy
T)31)+1 )3 +1 {1 7003+1
''Tp41f ''~lT0+1 X> T0+1Y
L0+1 (a)
T Y
we have that Lo+1(-ro 0 TV ) = r0+1 o T0+1f-
CONSTRUCTION 2.7. For any map a in the diagram below, we will construct a
map L(a)
X
TX- - TY
L(a)
that makes the diagram commutative. To that end, for any < A and any map a
in the diagram
X
T,3X -- - 4 TY
Lo (a)
we construct a map L' (a) that makes the diagram commutative, by transfinite
induction on 0. We define L'(a) = a, and for the succesor ordinal induction step
we use Construction 2.6 to define L0,+1 (a) = L0+1 (Lo (a)).
We construct L(a) = Lo (a), as a particular case of the map L' for 3 = A.
A 1
22
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The map L(a) is natural in X and Y, and satisfies
L(a)v = a
Given any map f : X -+ Y, in the diagram
X
TX - + TY
it is easy to prove the relation
(6) L(vf) = Tf
The map L(a) has another important property. In the diagram
X Y{1 a" '-__a'
TX - - 4 TY - -, 4 TZL(a) L(a')
we have that the associativity relation holds:
(7) L(L(a')a) = L(a')L(a)
To prove associativity, one uses the following series of three intermediary results.
First, in the diagram
A a Y
B - 4TY- -, TZLi(a) L(a)
we have that Li(L(a')a) =L(a')Li(a). Second, in the diagram
ToX Y
703 +11 aa
T+1X - -- -4 TY - -- + TZ
L0+1(a) L(a')
we have that L0+1 (L(a')a) = L(a')L,3+1(a). Third, in the diagram
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X Y
V,3 j a j a
TOX - - 4 TY - -,+ TZ
Lo (a) L(a')
we have that L' (L(a')a) = L(a')Lo (a).
2.4. The triple (T, v, M). M is constructed as M L(idT) in the diagram
TX
T 2X- TX
The triple axioms for (T, v, M) are verified by arguments dual to those of Section
1.3, using Construction 2.7 and the two unital (6), (5) and associativity (7) relations.
Giving (T, v) a triple structure (T, v, M) is equivalent to constructing L(-)
satisfying the unital L(a)v = a, L(vf) = Tf and associative L(L(a')a) = L(a')L(a)
relations. This is because from the triple (T, v, M) we can reconstruct L(-) by
L(a) = M o Ta, for a : X -- + TY.
3. Cofibrant-Replacement Cotriple. Fibrant-Replacement Triple.
In order to construct the Bousfield-Kan completion with respect to a triple
in a model category, we need to have at least a cotriple (S, e, A) such that (S, e)
is a cofibrant-replacement functor (we name such a cotriple (S, e, A) a cofibrant-
replacement cotriple). This Section contains the necessary definitions, and sums up
the results we proved in the previous two sections.
DEFINITION 3.1. In a model category M, a cofibrant-replacement cotriple
(S, e, A)
S2X s SX >X
is a cotriple such that e is a weak equivalence and SX is cofibrant, for any X.
Observe that:
- We do not ask e to be a fibration.
- By the 2/3 axiom in M, because of the cotriple structure, A is an equivalence
as well.
- If all objects in M are cofibrant, the identity cotriple is a cofibrant-replace-
ment cotriple.
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- In Section 1, if M is cofibrantly generated, we showed that the small object
argument gives actually a cofibrant-replacement cotriple. A different choice
of generating cofibrations yields generally a different cofibrant-replacement
cotriple.
- Dualizing the result of Section 2, if M is fibrantly generated and its acyclic
fibrations are epimorphisms, then cofibrant-replacement cotriples exist, con-
structed using the "less redundant" small object argument.
We summarize the results proved in Sections 1, 2 as:
THEOREM 3.2. If M is either cofibrantly generated, or if all acyclic fibrations
are epimorphisms and M is fibrantly generated, then cofibrant-replacement cotriples
exist.
The dual definition and theorem are:
DEFINITION 3.3. In a model category M, a fibrant-replacement triple (T, v, M)
X~~9X 4 ~~2XX X) TX T 2
is a triple such that v is a weak equivalence and TX is fibrant, for any X.
THEOREM 3.4. If M is either fibrantly generated, or if all acyclic cofibrations
are monomorphisms and M is cofibrantly generated, then fibrant-replacement triples
exist.
As an application of Section 2, note that sSets has fibrant-replacement triples.
4. The Mix of a Triple with a Cotriple
This Section contains a triple-theoretic result needed for the construction of
the Bousfield-Kan completion.
Let C be a category. Assume we have on C a cotriple (S, e, A) and a triple
(R, v, M):
X SX )S2X
X " >RX R2
We will define below (Definition 4.4) a cosimplicial resolution of SX
JZ *(X): SX 3Z'R (X)
given by
9Z (X) : SX - SRSX SRSRSX SRSRSRSX ...
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natural in X, with the properties that
(8) Ns(RX) contracts to the augmentation SRX
and
(9) Risa(X) contracts to the augmentation RSX
The idea behind this construction is to exhibit the cosimplicial resolution
1R *(X) as the cosimplicial resolution of the triple associated to a certain adjoint
pair. The adjoint pair in question is going to be the (forget, free S-comodule)
adjoint pair, composed with the (free R-module, forget) adjoint pair.
We will observe that if f, g are any two triple maps from the triple (R, v, M)
to another triple (T, v, M), then the maps of cosimplicial objects
'R(X) f # T§(X)
9
are naturally homotopic (see Prop. 4.5).
In this Section, we'll work with the whole resolution NS(X) rather than with
the cosimplicial object 'Rs(X), because formulas are more compact for NR(X)
We start with some preparations:
4.1. Comodules over S and modules over R. Warning: in this Section we
use slightly different-than-usual definitions for comodules (modules) over cotriples
(resp. triples).
A comodule (E, AE) over the cotriple (S, E, A) consists of a functor E: C -4 C
and a natural map
E AE SE
satisfying:
Coassociativity: E AE SE
EIAE AS
SE >S 2 E
Counit: E ( SE
id {AE
E
A comodule map is defined in the obvious way.
We denote S-comod the category (in a higher universe) of comodules over the
cotriple (S, c, A).
Dually, a module (F, MF) over the triple (R, v, M) satisfies by definition asso-
ciativity and unit. We denote R-mod the category of modules over (R, v, M).
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4.2. The extended comodule. The extended module. Denote EndC the
category of functors F : C -+ C, with natural maps as maps.
An example of a comodule (E, AE) over the cotriple (S, e, A) is (S, A) itself.
Even better, if F : C -+ C is any functor, then (SF, AF) is a comodule over
(S, e, A) (the "extended comodule"). This association defines a right adjoint functor
to the forgetful S-comod -+ EndC:
PROPOSITION 4.1. There is an adjoint pair (4)1 =forget, 41) of functors
-D : S-comod : ) EndC : T,
where b1(E, AE) = E and T 1(F) = (SF, AF).
Observe that T'i(ide) = (S, A).
PROOF. We construct adjointness morphisms.
First one: let comodule map # : E -+ SF go to natural map
S: E - ) SF -F ) F
Second one: let natural map E : -+ F go to comodule map
:E -E SE s- SF
Dually, we construct extended modules over the triple (R, v, M). If E : C -+ C
is any functor, then the extended module is (RE, ME). This association defines a
left adjoint functor to the forgetful functor R-mod -+ EndC:
PROPOSITION 4.2. There is an adjoint pair (-P2, XF 2 =forget) of functors
42 : EndC ( ) R-mod : XF2
where 4)2 (E) = (RE,ME) and XI2 (F,MF) = F.
PROOF. Entirely dual to Proposition 4.1. We construct adjointness morphisms.
First one: let natural map q : E -4 F go to module map
0:RE - RF F )F
Second one: let module map 0 : RE -4 F go to natural map
# : E vE ) R E -P) F
El
Summing up Propositions 4.1, 4.2:
PROPOSITION 4.3. There is an adjoint pair (4), I) of functors
) : S-comod Dz EndC D2 Rt-mod : 4
IF 1 T2
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We have 4(E, AE) = (RE, ME), TI(F, MF) = (SF, AF).
The composition of the adjunction morphisms in the proofs of Propositions
4.1, 4.2 give adjunction morphisms for (4, 4). One is given by comodule map
0: E -- + SF going to module map
ROb REF MF
RE - ) RSF -+ RF -> F
and the other by module map 0 : RE -* F going to comodule map
AE SvE pS: E ) SE sv)SRE st)SF
Denote these adjunction morphisms by T : ids-comod -a 'J-, : I4'
zdR- mod-
4.3. The cosimplicial resolution. The adjoint pair (4, T) has as associated
triple (T4), F, WI') on S-comod. This triple yields an augmented cosimplicial object
0' in the category S-comod
W'(E) : E T (b,(E) T,1 qjt(E) q/ -4 T 4 T 4(E) ...
Denote ide the identity functor of C.
DEFINITION 4.4. Define XS = 9 'T1(ide).
Observe that XSR = *X'12 (ide) and Rjs = %'F9 1 (ide) are contractible.
In §RS(X), coboundaries d' and codegeneracies s' are defined as follows:
N'S(X ) = (SR)-+1SX (n > -1)
(SR)'[SvS o A](RS)"-i : nsR kX) + J"(X) (n > 0,0 < i n)
n+1
st = (SR)'S[M o ReR]S(RS)n-i : N S(X) -+ s(X) (n 0, 0 i <n)
The contraction of J?(RY) to the augmentation SRY is given by:
sn+1 = (SR)n+1 S[M o ReR] : s(RY) S iRs(RY) (n > -1)
and the contraction of RXS(X) to its augmentation RSX is given by:
-n1 n+1 
-
s-' = [M o ReR]S(RS)n+1 : RJs? (X) -- RNs (X) (n > -1)
Using Prop. 4.3 above and Appendix A, Prop. 1.4 it is straightforward to
prove the following Proposition:
PROPOSITION 4.5. If f, g are any two triple maps from a triple (R, v, M) to
a triple (T, v, M), then the maps of cosimplicial objects
Jz (X) z z T (X)
9
are naturally homotopic.
For simplicity, we used the same notation v, M for the structure maps of the
triples (R, v, M) and (T, v, M).
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4.4. The simplicial resolution. We extend the results we obtained by du-
ality. Suppose we have a triple (T, v, M) and a cotriple (V, e, A) on C:
X *v >T X -M v2 X
X ' * VX A) V2X
Then there exists a natural simplicial resolution of TX
S.(X): VT(X) -TX
given by
-TV.(X): ... TVTVTVTX TVTVTX TVTX )TX
with V.(TX), T(V.(X)) contractible. The formulas for di's and si's for V T(X),
T(TX) and T(V .(X)) are dual to those for d', s'.
Dual to Proposition 4.5 we have
PROPOsITION 4.6. If f, g are two cotriple maps from a cotriple (U, e, A) to a
cotriple (V, e, A), then the maps of simplicial objects
T f -T
U.(X) 4 V .(X)9
are naturally homotopic.
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5. The Bousfield-Kan Completion Functor
In this Section, for a model category M and a triple (R, v, M) (satisfying certain
conditions, cf. Section 5.1) we construct a Bousfield-Kan completion functor
(-)" : hoM -+ hoM
X H* XA
and we prove some of its properties. For the particular case of a pointed model
category, we develop a Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence that computes the relative
homotopy groups of the completion of an object.
We prove that the Bousfield-Kan completion is independent of the choice of
cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, e, A) used in their definition. This essentially
relies on a repeated use of Appendix A, Thm. 2.1, which says that in a model
category two homotopic maps between cosimplicial objects
f ~ g : X' - Y'
induce equal maps on homotopy limits: R limA f = R lim" 9.
We show that the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence is independent of the choice
of cofibrant-replacement cotriple from E2 on.
We prove that completion is natural in the triple (R, v, M) in the following
strong sense. For two maps of triples f, g from a triple (R, v, M) to a triple
(T, v, M) in M, we have
f A gA : XA _+ XA
The material in this section depends on the previous sections, but also on
general theory of R lim developed in Chapter 2, as well as on the technical results
of Appendices A, B and C.
One could of course dualize all the statements in this Section, but we won't
formulate the dual results for brevity.
5.1. Construction. Let M be a model category. We fix a cofibrant replace-
ment cotriple (S, e, A) in M. We assume M has one; this is true for example if M
satisfies one of the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.
Suppose (R, v, M) is a triple on M. We assume that for all equivalences f
between cofibrant objects of M, R(f) is an equivalence.
Using the cotriple (S, e, A) and the triple (R, v, M), we form as in Section 4
the cosimplicial resolution
JZ*(X): SX T', (X)
DEFINITION 5.1. For X an object in M, the Bousfield-Kan R-completion X"
is defined as
X' = R limA 'z"(X)
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If no danger of confusion, we will refer to the R-completion X" as X^.
It is easy to observe that X^ depends only on the weak equivalence class of X.
The augmentation of 'R (X) yields in hoM a completion map
X -+ X^
THEOREM 5.2. Completion ()A : hoM -4 hoM is a functor. The completion
map X -- + X^ is a natural map.
The completion functor (-)A and the completion map do not depend on the
choice of cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, e, A) used in their definition.
PROOF. The difficult part is proving the second paragraph, so we will just
describe that part of the proof.
Let (S', e, A) be a second cofibrant-replacement cotriple - we denote its struc-
ture maps again e, A, as for (S, e, A).
Denote X -+ X" the completion map constructed using the cotriple (S, e, A),
and X -- XS', the one constructed using (S', e, A).
Using a double complex argument, we will construct in hoM a natural isomor-
phism
X ) R,s
{os',s
XA~s
with the property that 6s",s'6s',s = 9sll,s and Os,s = id.
To construct Os',s, consider the following commutative diagram:
(10) S'SX - S'SRSX | S'S(RS ---
S'RS'SX - S'RS'SRSX 1 S'RS'S( RS)2 X ..
Il I tl
(S'R)2 S'SX > (S'R)2 S'SRSX (S'R)2 S'S(RS) 2X ...
(S'R)3 S'SX > (S'R)3 S'SRSX (S'R)3 S'S(RS) 2X ---
Observe that the top row in (10) is S'Xk.'(X), and the left column is 9Z S'(SX).
Let us denote by XR,s(X) the diagram (10). Denote by 'R'S',s(X) the subdia-
gram obtained by erasing in (10) the top row and the left column.
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_T',s(X) is a bicosimplicial diagram, and the diagram (10) yields cosimplicial
maps denoted u2 : S''Rs(X) -- diag3Z-i,s(X) and u' : 'Rs, (SX) -+ diagJZ-.,s(X)
The reader should compare the cosimplicial maps ul, u2 with the analogous maps
u2, 2i of Appendix C.
We will prove below that the maps R limA ul and R limA u2 are isomorphisms
in hoM. Based on that, 6s',s is defined as the composition of maps and inverses
of maps in hoM
R lim Ts(X) R limA S''Rs (X)
4 RlimA u2
oss R limA diag§T'K,s(X)
RlimA u2
R lim 'TRS, (X) R lim _TS, (SX)
From this definition of 0s',s, it is easy to see that 6s',s commutes with the com-
pletion maps.
We now prove that the maps R limA ul and R limA u2 are isomorphisms in
hoM. Using the diagonal argument of Appendix B, note that
R limA diagJZ*,s(X) e R limAxA JqZ',s(X)
For the bicosimplicial diagram JT',s(X) , we will compute RlimAXA in two
ways. We denote the first factor of the product category A x A by Ah, ("horizontal"
in diagram (10)), and the second factor by A,, ("vertical").
We use first the factorization
R lim Aho XAve R liMA ho R limA ve
that computes first R limAve in the vertical direction.
In computing R limAve ks',s (X), we can safely drop the first appearance of S to
the left in each of the terms of our diagram (10). After this operation, each column
becomes a contractible cosimplicial object, by Sec. 4, (8). We get (by Appendix
A, Thm. 2.1) that RlimAve RZ',s(X) c S'TS(X) (as objects of ho(MA)).
It follows that
R lim AhoX Ave ,,s(X) c-- R lim Aho R limA-e -T*S,s(X) R limA S'' S (X)
which proves that the map R limA ul is an isomorphism in hoM.
Using the factorization in the other order
R lim = xA Rlim Rlim ho
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and this time using Sec. 4, (9) in place of Sec. 4, (8) one shows that the other map
R limA u 2is an isomorphism in hoM.
So far, we have constructed isomorphisms 6s',s : X -- X' s, in hoM. We
are left with proving the cocycle relations 6s",s'9 s',s = Os",s and 9s,s = id. We
will only sketch the proofs of these cocycle relations.
The relation Os"',s'Os',s = 9s",s follows from a triple complex argument - there
is nothing essentially new needed for this proof.
The proof for Gs,s = id is more interesting, as it involves a new idea. Assume
that (S, E, A) = (S', c, A). Using A : S -+ S 2 , construct a map of diagrams from
the diagram
(11) SX - SRSX S(RS) 2 XI I t
SRSX )SRSRSX 4 SRS(RS) 2X .--
(SR)2 SX - (SR)2 SRSX & (SR)2 S(RS)2 X ...
(SR)3SX ) (SR)3 SRSX & (SR)3 S(RS)2 X .
to the diagram Js**;(X)
(12) S2X S2 SX S 2( RS) 2X
SRS2X (SRS2RSX SRS2 RS) 2X ---
Il I 14
(SR)2S 2 X -- (SR)2 S2 RSX (SR)2 S 2 (RS)2 X ...
(SR)3S 2 X - (SR)3 S2 RSX & (SR)3S 2 (RS)2 X .--
This map from diagram (11) to diagram (12) is a pointwise weak equivalence.
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Using the formulas of Appendix C, the bicosimplicial object obtained by erasing
the top row, and leftmost column in diagram (11) is GRT'(X). The cosimplicial
object on the diagonal of (11) is F2*JRs(X).
The map from the cosimplicial object on the top row to the cosimplicial object
on the diagonal is
U2 : TS(X) -+ F2*Ts(X)
and the map from the cosimplicial object on the leftmost column to the diagonal is
u2 : 'Rs(X) - F2*'ZR(X)
By Appendix C, Prop. 1.6 it follows that the cosimplicial maps u' ~ are
homotopic, and consequently
RlimA %l = R limA u 2: R limA 'R1(X) -* R limA F2*'R*(X)
A diagram chase will quickly show now that 0 s,s = id.
5.2. The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence. Throughout Section 5.2, we
assume that M is a pointed model category having a cofibrant-replacement cotriple
(S, c, A). Consider, as before, a triple (R, v, M) on M with the property that R
maps equivalences between cofibrant objects of M to equivalences.
We will adapt the homotopy spectral sequence of Chapter 2, Sec. 3.1 to con-
struct the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence. In what follows, Hom* denotes the
pointed function complex defined in Chapter 2, Section 1.4.
The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence is defined as
E, (W, X) = Espt(W,'T* (X)) (t > s> 0)
where on the left we have the homotopy spectral sequence of the cosimplicial object
'Rs(X) (Chap. 2, Sec. 3.1).
From the description of E 2 given by
E2''t(W, X) = 7rw7rtHom*(W,J's(X)) (t > s > 0)
it easily follows that, from E 2 on, the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence is indepen-
dent of the choice of the cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, E, A).
5.3. Naturality in R of the Bousfield-Kan completion. For Section 5.3,
we return to the general case of a not necessarily pointed model category.
We show that the Bousfield-Kan completion functor exhibits a rigid naturality
in the triple (R, v, M). Fix the cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, E, A) in the model
category M, and assume we have a map f of triples from a triple (R, v, M) to a
triple (T, v, M) in M.
We assume that both R and T map equivalences between cofibrant objects to
equivalences, so Bousfield-Kan completion can be defined for both of them.
Then we construct in the obvious way a natural map in hoM
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We have the following Theorem and Corollary:
THEOREM 5.3. If f, g are two triple maps from the triple (R, v, M) to the
triple (T, v, M) then in hoM
fA =g^ : X R-+ XT
PROOF. By Appendix A, Prop. 1.4 there is a natural homotopy of cosimplicial
objects
f ~- g : JZs(X) -+'Ts(X)
and by Appendix A, Thm. 2.1 it follows that fA = gA. E
COROLLARY 5.4. If the triples (R, v, M), (T, v, M) admit triple maps in both
directions
f (R,v, M) + (T,v,M)
g (T,v,M) -+ (R,v,M)
then there is a canonical isomorphism in hoM of completions XA ~ XA
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6. An Example: Completion of Simplicial Algebras
In this Section we describe one example of Bousfield-Kan completion: the com-
pletion of simplicial commutative algebras, with respect to certain triples that in-
clude the abelianization triple.
In order to do that, we first recall the model category structure on the category
A, of simplicial commutative algebras X. of the form
A B
where a is a fixed commutative algebra map.
Then, for a fixed commutative algebra map # : B -+ C, we consider a certain
adjoint pair between the category A, and the category sC-mod of simplicial C-
modules (see Subsection 6.2). This adjoint pair gives rise to a triple (R, v, M) on
the category of simplicial commutative algebras A,. For a simplicial algebra X.
the simplicial algebra RX. is going to be the algebra extension with B of the C-
module Qx.iX 0A C, namely RX. = B ((QX.IA OAC), where Q denotes the Kdhler
differentials.
In particular, if B = C, the functor R: A, -4 A, that we construct is just
the abelianization functor, seen as a functor from the category A, to itself.
We define in our context the Bousfield-Kan completion with respect to the
triple (R, v, M), as in Section 5.
Our conjecture is that simplicial augmented connected k-algebras (k a field) are
complete with respect to abelianization, and their associated absolute Bousfield-
Kan spectral sequence is convergent.
6.1. A, as a model category. A, carries a cofibrantly generated model
category structure, constructed as follows. We have an adjoint pair of functors
free
sSets ( A,
forget
sSets is a cofibrantly generated model category. Using the above adjoint pair
of functors (free, forget) we can lift (in the sense of [4], 9.1 and 9.9) the model
category structure on sSets to a cofibrantly generated model category structure on
Aa, by saying that a simplicial algebra map
X. 4 Y.
is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) if its underlying map of simplicial sets is a
weak equivalence (resp. a fibration).
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6.2. The Quillen adjoint pair between A, and sC-mod. Let us fix a
commutative algebra map 3 : B -* C.
If M is a C-module (M E Ob(C-mod)), we construct a B-algebra structure on
the B-module direct sum
B (DM
by defining multiplication as (bi, xi) - (b2 , X 2 ) = (bi b2 , biX 2 + b2 xI). BE M is an
augmented A-algebra in the obvious way.
This construction, extended in the obvious way for simplicial C-modules, de-
fines a functor classically denoted + : sC-mod -- A0 , from the category of sim-
plicial C-modules to the category A,.
In the particular case B = C, it is easy to see that the functor + is an embed-
ding, and the image of + is equivalent to AbA,, the category of abelian objects of
Aa.
In general, the functor + admits a left adjoint denoted QC (if B = C, QC is
just the abelianization functor Ab):
QC
A, : > sC-mod
QcX. =X.IA OA C
M+ =B M.
where Q denotes the Kdhler differentials.
The category sC-mod is also a model category (again by [4], 9.1 and 9.9), with
the property that a simplicial A-module map
M. - N.
is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) if its underlying map of simplicial sets is a
weak equivalence (resp. a fibration).
In fact, all objects of sC-mod have an underlying structure of simplicial (abelian)
groups, therefore their underlying simplicial set is fibrant. Consequently, all objects
of sC-mod are fibrant.
With these model category structures on A, and sC-mod, the adjoint pair of
functors (Qc, +) is a Quillen adjoint pair.
6.3. The completion functor for simplicial algebras. Denote R the com-
position
R = + o Qc : A, -+ A,.
Since (Qc, +) is an adjoint pair of functors, R is part of a triple (R, v, M) in a
natural way.
We claim that all hypotheses (Section 5.1) necessary to construct the Bousfield-
Kan completion with respect to R are satisfied.
Indeed, (Qc, +) is a Quillen adjoint pair, and all objects of sC-mod are fi-
brant: it follows easily that R carries equivalences between cofibrant objects to
equivalences. Furthermore, A, is a cofibrantly generated model category, so it has
a cofibrant-replacement cotriple (S, E, A).
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If X. E ObAo, is a simplicial algebra, its Bousfield-Kan completion with respect
to the triple (R, v, M) is
XA=Rlim" ' h(X.)
If B = C, the functor R is just the abelianization functor regarded as a functor
A, -- + A,, and in this case we denote the completion as Xjib -in effect, it is the
Bousfield-Kan completion with respect to abelianization.
If A = B, the model category AidA is pointed and, given a second simplicial
algebra W. E ObAidA, we have the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence E',t(W., X.),
as described in Section 5.2. This spectral sequence computes the homotopy groups
of the function complex Hom(W., X").
6.4. A conjecture about connected simplicial algebras. Suppose that
in the constructions above we take A = B = C = k a field. In this case, we denote
by Ak the category Aid,.
The natural map X. -+ Xj" is an equivalence when X. is an abelian object
in Ak, since Ra(X.) is contractible for X. abelian.
By definition, we say that X. is a connected simplicial algebra if the natural
map
k -+ ro(X.)
is an isomorphism.
We state the following
CONJECTURE 6.1. If X. is a connected simplicial commutative augmented k-
algebra, then the natural map
X. -+ XA
is an equivalence, and the absolute Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence E/ t(k[T], X.)
is convergent.
k[T] is just the polynomial ring in one variable, and should be thought of as
the analogue of the 0-sphere in Ak.
The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence Eat(k[T], X.) can be equivalently con-
structed as follows. Take 'RZ(X.) and regard it as a cosimplicial space, just by
forgetting the algebra structure. Eit(k[T], X.) is the absolute homotopy spectral
sequence of the cosimplicial space 'RZ(X.): it is a truncation of the spectral sequence
of the bi-complex of abelian groups underlying 'R9 (X.).
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CHAPTER 2
The Homotopy Spectral Sequence for a Model
Category
This Chapter is a reference for the general model category results used in the rest
of these notes. The end result of this Chapter is the construction of a homotopy
spectral sequence of a cosimplicial object in a pointed model category, as a general-
ization of the homotopy spectral sequence of a cosimplicial space of Bousfield and
Kan, [3].
In Section 1, we recall the basics behind homotopy limits and the function
complex. Most important, the function complex has the property that it commutes
with homotopy limits.
The homotopy spectral sequence of a cosimplicial object X' in a pointed model
category is defined (in Section 3) just as the classical homotopy spectral sequence
of the cosimplicial pointed space Hom. (W, X*). In this formula, W is an arbitrary
object in the model category, and Hom.(-,-) denotes the pointed function complex
associated to the pointed model category.
So, the homotopy spectral sequence is actually the spectral sequence of a certain
tot tower of pointed spaces constructed using the pointed function complex. We
will show that the tot tower in discussion in fact comes from a tower in the model
category.
To that end, in Section 2, we recall the basic properties of tot and tot", and
define for a model category functors tot and totn, and dually cotot and cototn.
There is going to be an essential difference between tot, tot' and tot, totn, cotot
and cototn: the first ones yield objects in the model category sSets, whereas the
last ones yield objects in the homotopy category hoM of a model category.
Finally, Section 3 deals with the homotopy spectral sequence itself.
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1. Homotopy Limits. The Function Complex
In this Section we collect general results about model categories, that we will
need later in constructing the homotopy spectral sequence. The material we present
is collated from the excellent Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn monograph [4], and from
the Dwyer, Kan articles [5], [6], [7].
In Section 1.1 we define homotopy limits as derived functors of limits. For
properties of homotopy limits, we direct the reader to the monographs [4], [9].
In Section 1.2 we define the function complex, for a pair of small categories (c,
W) with ObC = ObW. If C = M is a (not necessarily small) model category, with W
the subcategory of weak equivalences, then the function complex is "homotopically
small", in a sense made precise in that Section.
In Section 1.3, we observe that for a model category, the function complex com-
mutes with homotopy limits (this is a result due to Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn).
In order to define the homotopy spectral sequence for a pointed model category,
we need a pointed version of the function complex. In Section 1.4, we develop the
pointed function complex, defined for a pair of categories (C, W) such that C is
pointed.
Last, in Section 1.5 we observe that, for a pointed model category, the pointed
function complex commutes with pointed homotopy limits.
Let M be a model category. Let W be the subcategory of weak equivalences of
M. W has the same objects as M, and has as maps the weak equivalences of M.
1.1. Homotopy Limits. The homotopy category hoM of M is defined as the
localization M[W- 1] of M with respect to W.
If 'D is a small category, we denote by Mo the category of 'D-diagrams in M.
We define weak equivalences in M" as W9. Denote ho(M9)=M9[(W)--1 ].
One proves that hoM, as well as ho(Mo), are categories within the universe
we start with ([4]).
Since M is complete and cocomplete, we have adjoint pairs of functors:
colim D : MJy M : c
c: M : o J M : linD
where the functor c forms the constant diagram.
One shows (see [4]) that the functors colim and lim admit a left, respectively
right derived functor with respect to localization, that still form adjoint pairs.
Lcolim D : ho(MD) ; ) hoM : c
c: hoM : ) ho(Mlf) : RlimD
Please observe that if a functor F : M -+ N carries weak equivalences to weak
equivalences then the diagram
1. HOMOTOPY LIMITS. THE FUNCTION COMPLEX
I LF t
hoM 4 hoN
RF
commutes. In this situation, we will denote again by F=LF=RF the localization
of F: we hope the context will make it clear if we refer to the localization of F or
to F itself.
It is not true that colim of a weak equivalence between two pointwise cofibrant
diagrams is a weak equivalence. This would be a most desirable property. In [4]
a different functor hocolimD : M2 -* M is constructed, using the choice of a
cosimplicial framing. hocolim has this "desirable" property, and furthermore it
satisfies LhocolimD ~ Lcolim D
Dually, choosing a simplicial framing one constructs holimD : MD -+ M that
carries weak equivalences between pointwise fibrant diagrams to weak equivalences,
with the property that RholimD ~ Rlim".
1.2. The function complex. Consider a pair of small categories (C, W) (this
means, W a subcategory of C) with ObC = ObW. When C = M is a model category,
we always take W to be the subcategory of weak equivalences.
We will construct the function complex Hom(X, Y) between any two objects
X, Y of C as a homotopy type of a simplicial set.
To that end, we outline Dwyer and Kan's construction of the hammock lo-
calization LHC (see [6]). Even though it is not apparent from the notation, the
hammock localization depends both on C and W.
Denote 0 the set ObC = ObW (it is a set, since C and W are small categories)
The hammock localization LHC is a category enriched over simplicial sets,
with Ob(LHC) = 0. It is defined as follows: The k-simplices of the simplicial set
HomLH e (X, Y) are the commutative diagrams in e of the form
C0,1 CO,2 --- C0,,-1
X C1,1 C1,2 -- Cn-1 Y
Ck,1 Ck,2 --- Ck,n-1
where
- n is any integer > 0
- the vertical maps are in W
- in each column, all maps go in the same direction; if they go left, they are
in W
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- the maps in adjacent columns go in opposite directions
- no column contains only identity maps.
We have a simplicial functor from the category C to the hammock localization
LH(e, W)
F: C -+ LH C
defined by F(X) = X, by F(f : X -- Y) = the diagram X f Y and by
F(idx) = "the diagram" X.
We define the function complex Hom(X, Y) as the homotopy type of the sim-
plicial set HomL He (X, Y).
Using the simplicial functor F, we will regard Hom(-,-) as a homotopy type of
diagrams of simplicial sets in sSets CP xC, that is, an object of ho(sSetscP "xC).
If C = M is a model category, ObM = ObW is a class and of course there's
no problem in performing these constructions in the category Classes of proper
classes (a category in a higher universe) as opposed to the category Sets.
We have:
THEOREM 1.1. For an arbitrary model category M, fix a framing. Then there
exist natural isomorphisms in ho(sClassesm PXM)
Hom(X, Y) e Homm (X*, Y') - Homm (X', Y.) e diagHomm (X*, Y.)
Here X' is a canonical cofibrant replacement of X, X' the cosimplicial frame
of X', Y' is a canonical fibrant replacement of Y and Y. the simplicial frame of
Y'. diag denotes the diagonal of a bisimplicial set.
PROOF. See [7], 4.4. and its proof. E
As a consequence, for a not necessarily small model category M, Hom(X, Y)
is homotopically small for X, Y e Ob(M), that is, it has the homotopy type of a
simplicial set.
Even more than that is true. If M is a model category, by Theorem 1.1, the
function complex Hom(-,-) c Ob(ho(sClassesmopxm)) descends to an object in
ho(sSetsm0 p xm).
This descent is unique in the following weak sense. If 'D, 'D' are small categories
with functors 'D -- + M and D' -+ M, then the restriction of the function complex
Hom(-,-) to ho(sClasses 'Px ') descends in a unique way to ho(sSetsD PxD').
From now on, we will always consider the function complex Hom(-,-) associated
to a model category M as an object of ho(sSetsM0PNx).
1.3. Homotopy limits commute with the function complex. The fol-
lowing theorem, due to Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn [4], unravels most of the ho-
motopical properties of model categories:
THEOREM 1.2. Let §D, 'V' be small categories, X' an object of MD and Y' an
object of Mo' . Then the natural map below is an isomorphism in ho(sSets):
(13) Hom(Lcolim X, Rlim' Y) - > Rlim"" x ' Hom(X', Y')
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NOTE 1.3. Hom carries weak equivalences in M" x M to weak equivalences
of simplicial sets. Observe that, using our convention, on the left hand side of (13),
Hom stands for the localization of the functor denoted also Hom.
NOTE 1.4. On the right hand side, the 'P x 'D'-diagram Hom(X', Y') is
defined only up to weak equivalence in sSets" "x9'. The natural map (13) is
constructed using the adjunction
c : hosSets ; ) ho(sSets "pXDI) : Rlim)OPxD
applied to the natural map in hoSetsDX'
cHom(Lcolim DX., Rlim' Y') -- Hom(X*, Y')
NOTE 1.5. The map (13) is natural with respect to functors F: 'D1 - 'D and
F': 'DI -+ 'D', meaning that it makes the following diagram commutative:
Hom(Lcolim D X, Rlim Y') ) Rlim" O Ho (X, Y)
I Io
Hom(Lcolim 2 F*X', Rlimli F'*Y') ) Rlim"i 1 1 Hom(F*X*, F'*Y')
We refer to this property as "naturality in 'D and 'D"'.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. The proof can be split into two steps.
Step 1: The proof reduces to the case when either of 'D and 'D' is a singleton
category. If we assume the result known for 'D or 'D' singleton categories, then
Hom(Lcolim DX., Rlim 'Y*) - Rlim"_" Hom(X', RlimD'Y*)
Rlim D" Rlim' Hom(X, Y,) ~ RlimD"P x" ' Hom(X', Y')
(last isomorphism because RlimD "RlimD' ~ Rlim"'x'' , as a consequence of
[4], 58.3 and 56.5).
Step 2: Let's assume 'D' a singleton category (the other case is similar). We
want to show that there is a natural isomorphism in hoM
Hom(Lcolim X, Y) "-) RlimD"PHom(X*, Y)
This is proved by Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn [4], 62.2, using particular rep-
resentations of the function complex and of homotopy limits. We fix a cosimplicial
framing in M, and chooose a representative of Hom(-,-) in sSetsM0PxM, denoted
Homt(-,-) E Ob(sSetsM PxM) as in Theorem 1.1:
Home(A, B) = Homm (A', B')
Here A, B E ObM, A' is the cosimplicial frame of a canonical cofibrant replacement
of A, and B' is a canonical fibrant replacement of B.
Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn prove that there is a natural weak equivalence
(14) Homi (hocolimi'E (Xi)', Y') ~ holimiC DP Homi ((Xi)', Y')
where (Xi)' is a canonical cofibrant replacement of X', and Y' a canonical fibrant
replacement of Y.
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The weak equivalence (14), passed to the homotopy category hom, is actually
the isomorphism we are looking for:
The left hand side of (14) is Hom(Lcolim X*, Y).
The simplicial set Home((X')', Y') is fibrant because e.g. of [4], 52.3. Therefore
the right hand side of (14) is Rlim'OHom(X*, Y). 0
1.4. The pointed function complex. Consider a pair of small categories
(C, W) with ObC = ObW, with the property that e is pointed.
The simplicial functor from C to the hammock localization
F: C -+ L He
defines basepoints in the simplicial hom-sets of LHC, so the hammock localization
becomes a category enriched over pointed simplicial sets. We denote sSets. the
category of pointed simplicial sets.
Taking account of the basepoints, we define the pointed function complex of the
pair (C, W) as a homotopy type of a MOP x M diagram of pointed simplicial sets
Hom,(-, -) E Ob(ho(sSets~qp XM))
Hom,(X, Y) = HomLHC(X,Y)
We have the following extension to Theorem 1.1:
THEOREM 1.6. For a pointed framed model category M, the natural map below
is an isomorphisms in ho(sClasses *xM)
Hom,(X, Y) 2 Homm(X', Y') 2 Homrn(X', Y.) e diagHomm(X', Y.)
The basepoints in the last three terms are given by zero maps.
Here X' is a canonical cofibrant replacement of X, X' the cosimplicial frame
of X', Y' is a canonical fibrant replacement of Y and Y. the simplicial frame of
Y'.
PROOF. One just keeps track of basepoints in the proof of Theorem 1.1. E
As before, if M is a pointed model category, by Theorem 1.6, the pointed
function complex Hom,(-,-) E Ob(ho(sClassesmopxm)) descends (uniquely, in
the same weak sense we explained before) to an object in ho(sSets' x0vf). From
now on, we will always consider the pointed function complex Hom* (-,-) associated
to a model category M as an object of ho(sSets* M).
1.5. Homotopy limits commute with the pointed function complex.
Theorem 1.2 extends to
THEOREM 1.7. Let M be a pointed model category.
Let 'D, 'D' be small categories, X' an object of MA and Y' an object of MD'.
Then the natural map below is an isomorphism in ho(sSets*):
Hom* (Lcolim DX-, Rlim"'Y') >Rlim)""' Hom*(X', Y')
PROOF. Follows by keeping track of basepoints in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
The underlying space of Rlim of pointed spaces is (weakly equivalent to) Rlim of
the underlying spaces. E
2. tot, tot" . CONSTRUCTION AS HOMOTOPY LIMITS
2. tot, tot' . Construction as Homotopy Limits
In this Section, we recover classical results about tot and tot' of simplicial sets,
as seen through the prism of Section 1.
The material in this Section is preparatory for the description of the homotopy
spectral sequence in Section 3.
We define tot and tot' in Section 2.1.
tot'X' is better understood as tot of the n-th coskeleton of X*. In Section 2.2
we speak of skeleton and coskeleton of cosimplicial objects in a (complete and co-
complete) category, and then specialize to the case of cosimplicial spaces to deduce
properties of tot and tot".
In Section 2.3, we focus on homotopical properties of tot and totn. Among
others, for a Reedy fibrant cosimplicial space X* we show that totX' computes the
homotopy limit of X' seen as a cosimplicial diagram, and tot'X' computes the
homotopy limit of the n-truncation of the same cosimplicial diagram X*.
Section 2.4 deals with the pointed versions of tot and tot', denoted tot, and
tot".
In Section 2.5, the focus shifts to general model categories. We define functors
tot, totn : ho(MA) -+ hoM
as generalizations for model categories of the right derived functors of tot and
totn. These functors are later needed for describing the homotopy spectral sequence
of a cosimplicial object in a pointed model category. By duality, we also define
functors cotot and cototn.
2.1. tot and tot". For X*, Y* E Ob(sSetsA) cosimplicial spaces, hom(X*, Y*)
denotes the simplicial hom-set given by
hom(X', Y')k = cosimplicial maps X* x A[k] -+ Y*
We denote A" the cosimplicial standard space (Bousfield, Kan [3], Chap. I,
3.2) given by Ak = A[k]. The cosimplicial structure maps of A* yield the simplicial
structure maps of the simplicial set hom(X , Y').
We will also consider the cosimplicial space denoted sknA', given in dimension
k by skn(A[k]), with obvious coface and codegeneracy maps. Observe that sknA'
injects into A' .
DEFINITION 2.1. The functors tot, tot': sSetsA -+ sSets from cosimplicial
spaces to spaces are defined by
totX' = hom(A', X')
tot"X' = hom(sknA,X' )
From this definition, it follows that there is a tower of maps
totX' -+ ... -+ totn+1 X' -+ tot"X' -+ ... -+ totoX' X0
and totX' s limnEN(totnX,) where N = {0, 1, 2, ...}
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2.2. Skeleton and coskeleton. To investigate basic properties of tot and
tot', we turn our attention to the notion of skeleton and coskeleton.
Fix C a complete and cocomplete category. We investigate the skeleton and
coskeleton functors for CA. Since we are not particularly interested in skeleton and
coskeleton for CA", we will skip a presentation of that.
Denote A, the full subcategory of A with objects 0, 1 n and i, : A, -+ A
the embedding.
There are two pairs of adjoint functors
colimi" : CA- CA : i *
i* : CA : )CA- iin.
where colim in, lim" are the left, respectively the right Kan extensions along the
functor ir.
The n-th skeleton sknX' of a cosimplicial object X* E ObCA is defined as
sknX' = COliMn * X').
The n-th coskeleton cosknX* of a cosimplicial object X' E ObCA is defined as
cosknX' = limIn (i* X).
We have the following useful characterization of the skeleton and the coskeleton:
PROPOSITION 2.2. If X* is an object in CA, then:
- for k < n, (sknX')k Xk (cosknX')k under the adjunction maps
sknX X -+ -- cosk" X
- denoting latching spaces by Lk(-), the natural map
Ln+1(X') -+ (sknX' )n+1 is an isomorphism
- for k > n + 2, the latching map Lk(sknX') -+ (sknX* )k is an isomorphism
- denoting matching spaces by Mk(-), the natural map
(cosknX')n+l -+ Mn+1(X') is an isomorphism
- for k > n + 2, the matching map (cosknX')k n Mk(cosknX') is an iso-
morphism
These properties characterize uniquely sknX' and cosknX', for X* E ObCA.
The proof for this proposition is standard and we omit it.
Observe that the functors ska, coskn form an adjoint pair:
PROPOSITION 2.3. For X', Y' E ObCA, there is a natural isomorphism
HomeA(sknX',Y') HomeA (X',cosknY')
PROOF. We have that
HomeA (colim (i* X*), Y*) Home (i*f , i* Y)
SHomeA (X*, lim'- (i* Y'))
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We now specialize to the case when C = sSets.
An easy computation using Proposition 2.2 shows that the n-skeleton of the
cosimplicial standard space A* E Ob(sSetsA) is given in cosimplicial dimension k
by ska(A[k]), with coface and codegeneracy maps induced from A' .
Thus, the notation we used in Section 2.1 for sknA' is consistent with the notion
of skeleton in sSetsA that we introduced in the current Section. As an aside, please
note that it is not true in general that (skX' )k ~ skn(Xk) for a cosimplicial space
X*.
We conclude with the following useful Proposition:
PROPOSITION 2.4. The natural maps below are isomorphisms, for X' a cosim-
plicial space:
tot(cosk"X' ) tot" (cosk'X' ) totn (X' )
PROOF. The functors skn, coskn are adjoint (Proposition 2.3): for cosimplicial
spaces X', Y' we have that
HomssetsA (sknX', Y') ~ HomssetsA (X', cosknY')
Observe that for a cosimplicial space X* and for a simplicial set K we have that
skn(X' x K) ~ skn(X) x K
and from this we deduce that for cosimplicial spaces X', Y' we have a canonical
isomorphism
(15) hom(sknX', Y') ~ hom(X', cosknY')
We are ready to prove that the three terms in Propostion 2.4 are isomorphic.
From the definitions, the first term is just hom(A*, cosknX'), the second term is
given by hom(skA',cosk"X,) ~ hom(A',coskncosknX*), and the third term is
just hom(skA', X'). They are all three isomorphic because of the isomorphism
(15), and because cosk'X* ~ coskncosk"X' . Eli
2.3. tot and tot" in terms of homotopy limits. In this Subsection, we will
investigate homotopical properties of the functors tot and tot'.
We will show that for a Reedy fibrant cosimplicial space X' we have natural
weak equivalences
(16) totX RlimAX'
(17) tot"X' ~ RlimA, (i*nX')
and the tower of maps
totX - ... - totn+1 X' - totnX' ... - tot0X' ~ X0
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is a tower of fibrant spaces and fibrations with
(18) totX* ~ RlimnEN(totnX)
We start by recalling the canonical isomorphism with X c Ob(sSets) and
Y' E Ob(sSetsA)
HomssetsA (X x A*, Y') = Homssets (X, hom(A', Y'))
It follows that there is an adjoint pair of functors FA (- x A*), tot = hom(A, -)
FA sSets ; ) sSetsA : tot
The functor FA (- x A*) takes weak equivalences to weak equivalences.
Since A' is Reedy cofibrant, it is easy to prove that FA takes cofibrations to Reedy
cofibrations.
It follows that the adjoint pair (FA, tot) is a Quillen adjoint pair, so the adjoint
pair of left resp. right derived functors denoted
LFA: ho(sSets) ; ) ho(sSetsA) : Rtot
exists.
Since A[n] is contractible for all n, it follows that LFA = Lc, where c denotes
the constant functor c: sSets -* sSetsA. Since Rtot is right adjoint to Lc, it
follows that Rtot = R lim
Because of the Quillen adjunction (FA, tot), it follows that for X' Reedy fibrant
totX' computes Rtot(X*):
totX' ~ RlimA X'
and this proves Equation (16).
It is easy to see using Proposition 2.2 that cosk"X' is also Reedy fibrant. By
Proposition 2.4, we also have
tot"X' ~ RlimA(cosknX')
The adjoint pair below is a Quillen adjoint pair:
i* : sSetsA ( ) sSetsA : limi
Therefore lim'- A* ~ Rlim- A, for A a Reedy fibrant object of sSetsA". Since
X' is Reedy fibrant, i*X* is Reedy fibrant in sSetsA-. It follows that
cosk'X' = n 
-ii(*,' (RlIm n i,
Dwyer, Kan and Hirschhorn [4] 58.3 prove a composability property for relative
homotopy limits. From their general result we deduce that the natural map
Rlim o Rlimi (i*X) - ) Rlim -(i*,X*)
is a weak equivalence.
This leads to the natural weak equivalence
tot" X' ~ zlm"(*X
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and this proves Equation (17).
One can easily show that the natural weak equivalences (16), (17) are compat-
ible under the natural maps
totX' - tot'X' and RlimX' -4 Rlim" (i* X')
tot,+1X* - totnX and RlimA W+1(i*+ 1X) -+ RlimA-(i* X')
Again by Proposition 2.2, if X* is Reedy fibrant, then
coskn'+X' - cosk'X'
is a Reedy fibration of Reedy fibrant objects. Furthermore, by the Quillen adjunc-
tion (FA, tot), tot sends Reedy fibrations to fibrations, so we get that
totn+1 X, >) totnX'
is a fibration of fibrant simplicial sets. Putting all this together, if X' is Reedy
fibrant, the tower of maps
totX' - ... -+ totn+1 X -+ totnX' -+ ... 4 tot0 X' ~ X0
is a tower of fibrant spaces and fibrations, and
totX' ~ limnEN(totnX') ~ RlimnEN(totnX')
which proves Equation (18).
2.4. Pointed tot and totn. In this Section, we investigate the functors tot*,
tot' : sSets -+ sSets , which are pointed versions of tot and totn.
For X* E Ob(sSetsA) and Y E Ob(sSetsA), we define the pointed simplicial
hom-set hom*(X*, Y) E Ob(sSets*) by choosing basepoints in the following way:
hom,(X*, Y)k = cosimplicial maps X* x A[k] -Y
with basepoint X' x A[k] - *
The functors tot,, tot,: sSets? -+ sSets from cosimplicial pointed spaces to
pointed spaces are defined by
tot*X* = hom*(A', X')
totnX' = hom (skn A, X')
Keeping track of basepoints, one easily sees that for X' E Ob(sSetsA) the
natural maps below are isomorphisms:
tot t (cosk unX') > tot (coskX') totnX
We have a left adjoint functor to tot*:
F* :sSets* > sSets* : tot*
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given by FA,(X) = X x A'/ * xA.
The functor tot* takes Reedy fibrations to fibrations and equivalences between
Reedy fibrant objects to equivalences, because tot does so. It follows that the pair
(FA*, tot*) is a Quillen adjoint pair, so the adjoint pair of left resp. right derived
functors exists:
LFA*: ho(sSets.) : ) ho(sSetsI) : Rtot*
The functor FA* takes weak equivalences to weak equivalences, and LFA* =
Lc, where c : sSets* -- + sSets is the constant functor. From this observation,
we conclude that Rtot* = R limA.
The proofs of Section 2.3 yield easily that for a Reedy fibrant cosimplicial
pointed space X* c Ob(sSetsA) we have natural pointed weak equivalences
(19) tot"X' ~ RlimAX'
(20) tot'X" ~ RlimA (i*X')
and the tower of maps
tot*X' - ... - totn+1 X' - totnX' * ... - totOX' _X
is a tower of fibrant pointed spaces and fibrations with
(21) tot*X* ~ RlimnEN(totnX)
2.5. tot and cotot. In this Subsection, let M be a model category. We extend
the results in the previous subsections to the case of the model category M.
For X' in ho(MA), we define totX' and tot"X' as objects in hoM:
totX' = RlimAX,
totnX' = RlimA i* X'
Note the essential difference between tot, totn and tot, tot": the first ones live
in the model category sSets, whereas the last ones live in the homotopy category
hoM of a model category.
In the case M = sSets, if X* is a Reedy fibrant cosimplicial space, then by
(16), (17) totX' ~ totX*, and totnX' ~ totnX*.
Dually, for Y. in ho(M o) we define cototY. and cototnY. as objects in hom:
cototY. = Lcolim " Y.
cototnY. = Lcolim n"(i P)*Y.
We get natural maps
totX' - ... -+ totn+1X' - totnX' - ... _ tot0 X* ~ X0
We can see this sequence of maps as an object in ho(MN), where N has objects 0,
1, 2, ... , oo and unique maps i jfor i > j.
Dually we get natural maps
COtOtY. - .. -COtotn+lY. <-- COtotnY. - .. -COtot0Y. YO
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and we can see this sequence of maps as an object in ho(MN ).
For convenience, we denote tot' = tot, cototo = cotot.
Consequences of Theorem 1.2 and (16), (17), (18) are the two theorems below:
THEOREM 2.5. For all n G N, there are natural weak equivalences, compatible
with maps n1 -+ n 2 in N
Hom(W, totnX-) ~- (Rtotn)Hom(W, X')
Homn(cototnY., W) _- (Rtot")Homn(Y., W)
THEOREM 2.6. The natural maps tot -+ totn , cototn -* cotot yield isomor-
phisms
totX' ~ RlimnCNtotnX
cototY. Lcolim nEN rcototnY.
The upshot of using tot, and tot" is the following pointed version of Thm 2.5:
THEOREM 2.7. For a pointed model category M, for all n E N, there are
natural weak equivalences compatible with maps n1 -+ n 2 in N
Horn*(W, tot"X-) ~- (Rtotn)Hom.,(W, X*)
Horn*(COtotnY., W) ~_ (Rtot')Hom* (Y., W)
3. The Spectral Sequence
In this Section we present the homotopy spectral sequence of a cosimplicial ob-
ject in a pointed model category. In the second part, we define the dual (homology)
spectral sequence.
3.1. The homotopy spectral sequence of a cosimplicial object. Let M
be a pointed model category.
Fix any representative -om*(-,-) in sSets*" M of the pointed function com-
plex Hom*(-,-).
For X' a cosimplicial object in M and W an object in M, form the cosimplicial
pointed space
Rom* (W, X')
Since Wom* (W, X') is not necessarily Reedy fibrant in sSets* , we choose a canon-
ical Reedy fibrant replacement in sSetsA denoted Rom*(W, X')'.
Define the homotopy spectral sequence as
(22) E,' (WX*) = E,',t(om*(WX)') (t > s > 0)
where Et(Wom* (W, X*)') denotes the homotopy spectral sequence of the cosim-
plicial pointed space Wom.(W, X*)' ([3], Chap. X Sec. 6).
This spectral sequence computes the homotopy groups of
tot*7iom.(W, X')' ~- Hom*(WtotX*)
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by Theorem 2.7.
There is actually a better way to understand this spectral sequence, using the
tot-tower of X'. The homotopy spectral sequence Et' (W, X') is just the spectral
sequence of the tot-tower of pointed spaces
.. totn+1 -om,(WX)' -+ tot"Nom*(WX' -'+ ... -* tot0Nom*(WX')'
By Theorem 2.7, this tot-tower is weakly equivalent in sSetsN to
-+ Hom(W, totn+1X*) -+ Hom*(W, tot"X*) - ... -+ Hom,(W, tot 0X*)
so we can say that Et(W, X') is the spectral sequence of the (relative homotopy
groups with coefficients in W of the) tot-tower of X*.
3.2. The homology spectral sequence of a simplicial object. For Y. a
simplicial object in M and W an object in M, form the cosimplicial pointed space
R om *(Y.,W )
Choose a canonical Reedy fibrant replacement in sSets' for Rom* (Y., W),
denoted 71om.(Y., W)'
Define the homology spectral sequence as
(23) E,, o(Y., W) = E,,t(Rom* (Y., W)') (t > s > 0)
where Et (Hom* (Y, W')) denotes the homotopy spectral sequence of the cosim-
plicial pointed space Wom* (Y, W*)'.
This spectral sequence computes the homotopy groups of Hom,(cototY., W)
and is the same as the homotopy spectral sequence of the tower in ho(sSets*)
-+ Hom*(cotot+Y., W) -+ Hom.(cototnY., W) -4 ...
- Hom*(cototoY., W)
APPENDIX A
Homotopy Limits and Simplicial Objects
In this Appendix, for a model category, we prove that two homotopic maps of
cosimplicial objects coincide after taking the homotopy limit.
Here is what we do in each of the two Sections:
In Section 1, we recall the homotopy relation between maps of (co)simplicial
objects in a category. The most illustrative example of homotopic maps is: if f, g
are two triple maps from a triple (R, v, M) to a triple (T, v, M), then the maps of
the associated cosimplicial objects
JR(X) z4 T (X)9
are naturally homotopic (Prop. 1.4).
In Section 2, we specialize to the case of (co)simplicial objects in a model
category. We prove the main result of this Appendix (Thm. 2.1), namely that two
homotopic maps of cosimplicial objects
f ~ g : X -+Y'
have the same effect on the homotopy limit of these cosimplicial objects (regard
the cosimplicial objects as diagrams indexed by the category A):
R limA f = R limA g
1. The Homotopy Relation
Let C be a complete and cocomplete category.
K.1.1. X. 9 K. and (Y*) . Recall that the following two functors define an
action of simplicial sets on C , and a coaction of simplicial sets on CA:
C x sSets -- + CAO'
(X. , K.) + X. 9 K.
where (X. 9 K.), = UK, Xn, and dually
CA x sSets"p -- + CA
(Y' , K.) -+ (y )K.
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where ((Y') K - XKY -
1.2. The homotopy relation. If f, g: X. z Y. are two maps in C' P,
we say that f is homotopic to g (write f ~ g ) if there exists a map H that makes
the diagram below commute:
X. -_X. ® A[O]
X.®do f
H
X. A[1] Y.
X.d X. A[0]
Dually, if f, g : X' 4 Y are two maps in CA, then f g if there exists a
map H that makes the following diagram commute:
Y, (Y*)AO
f {ydO
{ydl
X. H
Y, (Y)A[O]
Let F : C1 -* C2 be a functor. The following two propositions are straightfor-
ward:
PROPOSITION 1.1. Iff g: X. -+Y. are two homotopic maps in C , then
F(f) ~ F(g) in CAO"
and dually
PROPOSITION 1.2. If f g X' -+Y are two homotopic maps in CA, then
F(f) ~ F(g) in C.
Let us fix some more terminology, before going to the next subsection. We say
that a (co)simplicial map f is a homotopy equivalence if there's a (co)simplicial
map g in the other direction such that gf ~ id, fg ~ id. If X. -+ X_ 1 is an
augmented simplicial object in C, and if the map of simplicial objects
X. -4 cX 1
to the constant simplicial object is a homotopy equivalence, then we say that the
whole augmented simplicial object (X. -+ X- 1 ) is contractible. If Y- 1 -+ Y' is an
augmented cosimplicial object, and if
cY 1 -*Y
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is a homotopy equivalence, we say that the whole augmented cosimplicial object
(Y- 1 -+ Y') is contractible.
1.3. Examples arising from triples and cotriples. Several typical exam-
ples of homotopic maps come from contructions that involve triples and cotriples.
For any triple (R, P, M) on C
X " )RX M R 2X
one forms the natural augmented cosimplicial resolution T (X) of X
(24) J((X): X -K R (X)
given by
(X) X RX R 2X R X ...
It is defined by the following formulas:
5 "(X ) =Rn+lX (n > -1)
_Tn(X) =5p(X) (n > 0)
d' : 5 ,(X) -+ R(X), d = RzvRn-i (n2 > O,n > i > 0)
si : n+1 (X) j n(X), s'= R 2MR"-z (n 0, n > i > 0)
Observe that by (24) we can regard !'(X) as a natural map from the constant
cosimplicial object cX to the cosimplicial object R (X). The following Proposition
yields an important example of contractible cosimplicial resolutions:
PROPOSITION 1.3. The augmented cosimplicial objects R (RX) and R3Z * (X)
are naturally contractible.
We don't include a proof for this Proposition.
Instead, we choose to present in detail another important example of homotopic
maps, that arises from considering maps of triples (refining an idea of Meyer, [12]).
To start, let us recall the definition of a map of triples. Suppose we have two
triples (R, v, M) and (T, v, M) on C
X ")RX( M R 2X
X v )TX T2
For simplicity, we use the same letters to denote the structure maps v, M of the
two triples.
A triple map f from (R, v, M) to (T, v, M) by definition makes the two diagrams
below commutative
X v )RX
TX
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RX (* R 2 X
IRf
f RTX
TX( M T 2 X
If g is a second triple map from (R, v, M) to (T, v, M) then f T o Rg = Tg o fR,
and we denote these compositions by fg : R 2X -+ T 2X.
Let's extend this notation: if fi, ... , f,, are triple maps from (R, v, M) to
(T, v, M), denote by the juxtaposition fif2...f, : R'X -+ T'X the composition
fR"-I 0 Tf 2 Rn--2 o ... T" f
We are ready for
PROPOSITION 1.4. If f, g are two triple maps from (R, v, M) to (T, v, M),
then the maps of cosimplicial objects
R (X) f 'T (X)
9
are naturally homotopic.
PROOF. We construct a homotopy
H : W(X) - (T'(X))1]
by constructing Hn
Hn : R n+1 (X) -+x A[,Tn+1(X)
Since A[1]n = Homset,(A[n], A[1]) = HomA(r_,1), we need for any map
n -* 1 to construct a map Rn+lX - Tn+lX.
If the map n - I carries 0, ... , i to 0 and carriesi1, ... n to 1 (where
-1 < i < n), choose
ff..gg : Rn+1X -* T+ 1 X
where in ff..gg we have (i + 1) consecutive copies of f juxtaposed with (n - i)
consecutive copies of g. D
If (U, e, A) is a cotriple on C, construct the simplicial augmented object
U. (X) : U. (X) )X
given by
TfX . U3X U2X 4 UX )X
The dual propositions are:
PROPOSITION 1.5. The augmented simplicial objects U.(UX) and UU.(X) are
naturally contractible.
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PROPOSITION 1.6. If f, g are two cotriple maps from the cotriple (U, e, A) to
the cotriple (V, e, A), then the maps of simplicial objects
f
U.(X) : V.(X)
9
are naturally homotopic.
2. Effect of Homotopic Maps on Homotopy Limits
In this Section we will prove:
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose we have in MA two homotopic maps
f g : X' -+ Y'
Then R limN f = R limA 9.
Dually
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose we have in MAOP two homotopic maps
f ~ g: X. -+ Y.
Then L colim """ f = L colim A0P 9.
PROOF. To prove Theorem 2.1 in general, because function complexes com-
mute with homotopy limits (Chap. 2, Thm. 1.2), it will be enough to prove
Theorem 2.1 for the particular case when M = sSets.
This reduces to showing that if Y' is a cosimplicial space, then the map
(Y*)A[O] (Y*)A[l]
induces an isomorphism
RfimA (Y') o(25) R limA (YC)A R) R limY)
For a simplicial set K. and a cosimplicial space Y' we could define a bicosim-
plicial space [yK]- by
[yK]p,q - XKq YP
We have that (y')K. diag[yK]".
The reduction to the diagonal argument (Appendix B, Lemma 1.1) for the map
[YA[0]]. [YA[111]]
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combined with the factorization R lim (p,q)EAxA - R limPEA R IiMqEA quickly show
that (25) is true for cosimplicial spaces if it is true for constant cosimplicial spaces.
So, the proof reduces to showing that for a simplicial set A (seen as a constant
cosimplicial space) we have an isomorphism in hosSets
Rlim"(A"")(26) R limA (AA[01) fm (A ) RlimA(AA[11)
We may assume that A is a fibrant simplicial set. The result now follows,
because for a simplicial set K and for a fibrant simplicial set A we have that
R limA (AK) ~ hom(K, A)
therefore the spaces in the equation (26) are both weakly equivalent to A. E
APPENDIX B
The Reduction to the Diagonal Argument
In this Appendix we prove that the homotopy limit of a bicosimplicial object can
be computed as the homotopy limit of the diagonal. Dually, the homotopy colimit
of a bisimplicial object is the homotopy colimit of the diagonal.
1. Reduction to the Diagonal
Here is what we want to prove:
LEMMA 1.1 (Reduction to the diagonal). Let M be a model category. If X- C
Ob(MW"A) is a bicosimplicial object, then the natural map below is an ismorphisms
in hojy:
R limA XA X.- ~ R limA diag(X"')
Dually, if X.. is a bi-simplicial object, then
L colim A"' diag(X..) 2 ) L colim ""^ X "" X..
PROOF. Based on the Cofinality Theorem [4], 62.3, all we have to show is that
the diagonal functor diag: A -+ A x A is initial. For (ki, k 2) E Ob(A x A), we
have to show that the nerve of the over category (diag 4 (ki, k2 )) is contractible.
If K is a simplicial set, AK (the "barycentric subdivision") denotes the category
with ObAK = simplicial set maps of the form A[n] -+ K, and HomAK(a, b)
commutative diagrams of the form
A [n] a ) K
l b
A[m]
It is known that AK has the same homotopy type as K.
We have an isomorphism of categories
(diag 4 (ki, k2)) = A(A[k 1 ] x A[k 21)
It follows that (diag 4 (ki, k 2)) has the homotopy type of A[ki] x A[k 2], there-
fore it is contractible. D
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APPENDIX C
Edgewise Subdivision of Simplicial Diagrams
The material in this Appendix is a rewrite for model categories of the edgewise
subdivision techniques of B6ckstedt, Hsiang and Madsen [2].
The edgewise subdivision functor Fk is defined for k > 1 by
Fk : A - A
Fk(n - 1) kn - 1
where if q : n, - 1 -+ n2 - 1, then Fk () kni - 1 -+ kn 2 - 1 is given by
Fk (0)(tnI + i) = tn 2 + # (i) (0 < t < k - 1, 0 < i < ni - 1)
It is not hard to observe that Fkk' FkFk, and F = idA.
Fk is an initial functor, for k > 1 (see Prop. 1.5).
For 1 < I < k, one constructs natural maps l : idA -+ F by
Uk : n - 1 * Fk(n - 1) given by
(0 < i n - 1)
For fixed k > 1, the natural maps l : idA -+ Fk (1 < 1 < k) are pairwise
homotopic maps (see Prop. 1.6), in the sense that, for any complete category C and
for any cosimplicial object X' E ObCA, the k cosimplicial maps
I * : X' -+ F*X' (1 < 1 < k)
are pairwise homotopic: ut* ~ uj'* for 1 < 1 1' < k.
Our practical reason for writing this Appendix is Prop. 1.6, needed for proving
that the cocycle relations in the proof of Chap. 1, Thm. 5.2 are satisfied.
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1. Edgewise Subdivision
1.1. Properties of R lim. In this Section we will base our proofs on the
following two results about homotopy limits:
LEMMA 1.1 (Diagram naturality of R lim). Let M be a model category. Let 'D
and 'D' be small categories, and suppose we have two functors U, V : 'D z 'D'
and a natural map u : U - V.
For any 'D'-diagram in M denoted X' E Ob(Mo') the following diagram in
hoM is commutative, where the vertical maps are the obvious ones:
D/X R limu'
R lim * R lim') V*X.
RlimD X,
Furthermore, given a natural map v : V -+ W then R limv oR limu = R limv".
If id : U -+ U is the identity natural map, then R limid = id.
PROOF. Easy consequence of the right adjointness property of R lim, described
in Chap. 2, Sec. 1.1. D
There is a dual for L colim of Lemma 1.1, that we will not state for brevity.
THEOREM 1.2 (Hirschhorn, [9], Thm. 20.6.11). Let 'D and 'D' be small cate-
gories, and suppose we have a functor U : 'D -- +'D'. Then U is initial if and only
if for every model category M the natural map in hoM
R limD X* - R lim)' U*X'
is an isomorphism.
Again, we will not formulate the dual of Theorem 1.2.
1.2. Unfolded analogs of Fk and ul . Consider the functor Gk : Axk -+A
from the k-fold product of A with itself, where G is defined on objects by
G (ni - 1, n2 - 1, ... ,n- i -- n2-1...+nk 1
and Gk is defined on maps by #1 : ni - 1--+ n' -- 1 (1 < 1 < k) going to
Gk (#1, 72, ... , Ok) : n, + n2 -+... -+ nk - 1 n' + n' + ... + n' - 1 given by
Gk ($1, 02, ... , #k)(nl + n2 -- + l n1-1 + i
n' + n' + ... + nd ;i 1 ,l5 i-1
Observe that Gk is an "unfolded" version of Fk, in the sense that
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Fk = Gk o diagk : diag G
where we denoted diagk : A -+ AX the k-fold diagonal.
We are next trying to create the right context to apply Lemma 1.1 to the
functor Gk AX k - A. Fix any integer 1, 1 <1 < k and consider the projection
on the l-th factor functor 7r1 : A xk - A.
We construct a natural map vi -r Gk, which should be thought of as
an unfolded version of the natural map u: idA -+ Fk. The natural map v1 is
defined by
k : r1(ni - nk - 1) -+ Gk(n , - 1 -1)
V: n 1 -i -- ni +... + nk -1
V1 M) = ni + ... +ni_1 + 1 (0 < i < ni - 1
Observe that v1 :ir -+ Gk applied to diagk is
Uk : 1 o diagk = idA -+ Gk o diagk = Fk
We are ready to prove the essential Proposition that will lead to proving that
the functor Fk is initial. The reader should compare the proof of this Proposition
with the proof of Chap. 1, Thm. 5.2.
PROPOSITION 1.3. For any model category M and any cosimplicial object in
M denoted X' E Ob(MA), the natural map in hoN(
Axk .* Rlim'k kRlimA 7rk*X -m Rlim G* X'
is an isomorphism.
PROOF. Note that we can identify RlimAX' RlimA7rX
G*X' is a k-fold cosimplicial object in M. The key observation is that we can
succesively contract the first, second, ... (skip l-th), ... k-th cosimplicial dimensions
of G*X' . The resulting object after contractions is just X' , and using Appendix
A, Thm. 2.1 we get the desired isomorphism
RlimAX. am Rlim G*X'
D
At this point, it is easy to prove:
PROPOSITION 1.4. The functor Gk Axk , A is initial.
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PROOF. Let M be any model category. Choose any 1, 1 < I < k.
We use Lemma 1.1 for 'D = A, D' = Axk, U = 7r1, V = Gk, uv. From the
commutative diagram
X~l k I*x Rlim';k Axk *
im rX Rlim GkX'
R limA X
we deduce that the natural map R limA X -+ R limA G*X* is an isomorphism.
Since the model category M is arbitrary, from Thm. 1.2 we deduce that the
functor Gk is initial. 
-
1.3. Proofs of properties of F and ul.
PROPOSITION 1.5. Fk is an initial functor, for k > 1.
PROOF. Recall that Fk Gk o diagk.
The functor Gk is initial by Prop. 1.4. The k-fold diagonal functor diagk is
initial, using arguments developed in Appendix B. By the transitivity property of
initial functors, it follows that Fk is initial. 
-~
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1 and Prop. 1.5, it is not hard to see that given
a model category M and X' E Ob(MA) then all the k maps below coincide:
RiAXRlim'k
Rlim X- Rm ) RlimAF*X' (1 < 1 < k)
A refinement of this result is given by:
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let C be any complete category, and X' a cosimplicial object
in C. Then the k cosimplicial maps
uk* :X' -+ F*X' (1 < l < k)
are pairwise homotopic: u* ~ if* for 1 1, 11' < k.
PROOF. There exists a natural map
hk : X' --- (F*X')AEk-1]
hk : Xn-1 * xA[k 1 ,]Xkn-1 (1 < n)
given on the factor in the product xA[k_1.-1 corresponding to 4} : n - 1 -- k - 1
by the cosimplicial structure map q, : X"- -+ Xk-1 described as
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T :li -1 -+ kn -1
(0 < i < n - 1)
Using the natural map hk, it is easy to construct homotopies u* u * for
1l 1' < k. E
4 i =<(i) n + i
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